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Driven by the need for principled extraction of features from time series,
we introduce the iterated-sums signature over any commutative semiring.
The case of the tropical semiring is a central, and our motivating, example,
as it leads to features of (real-valued) time series that are not easily available
using existing signature-type objects.
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1. Introduction
Recent developments [LLYN19, KBPA`19, KO19, DEFT20b, TBO20] have shown that
various forms of iterated-sum and iterated-integral operations can form a useful compo-
nent in machine learning pipelines for sequential data. Originating from the study of
(discretized) controlled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [Fli81, Lyo98], they are
particularly apt to model input-output relations that are well-approximated by dynam-
ical systems [DEGEF16, DEGEF17]. In fact, the iterated-integrals signature IISpxq1 of
a (smooth enough) multidimensional curve x “ pxp1q, . . . , xpdqq : r0, T s Ñ Rd, is the
solution to a certain universal controlled ODE [FV10, Proposition 7.8]. It is universal
in the sense that the solution to any other controlled ODE can be well-approximated
by a linear expression of the iterated-integrals signature. On a more concrete level, the
entries of the “classical” iterated-integrals signature are real numbers, indexed by words
w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wk in the alphabet A1 “ t1, . . . , du, and given as followsA
IISpxqs,u, w
E
“
ż
sďt1ďt2ď¨¨¨ďtkďu
dx
pw1q
t1
¨ ¨ ¨ dx
pwkq
tk
(1)
“
ż
sďt1ďt2ď¨¨¨ďtkďu
9x
pw1q
t1
¨ ¨ ¨ 9x
pwkq
tk
dt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtk.
Not all input-output relations are well-modeled by controlled ODEs, though. As an
extreme example we mention that a controlled ODE does not care about so-called “tree-
like” excursions of the driving signal [HL10]. The iterated-integrals signature can there-
fore, for example, not distinguish the following two one-dimensional curves, t P r0, 1s,
t ÞÑ 0 and t ÞÑ sinp2pitq.
There are several ways to circumvent this particular problem, by e.g. “lifting” a one-
dimensional curve to a two-dimensional curve [FHL16]. The iterated-sums signature
(ISS) introduced in [DEFT20b] (see also [KO19, TBO20]) forgoes this particular problem
altogether and brings the added benefit of working directly with discrete time series (in
order to apply the theory of iterated-integrals to discrete-time sequential data, it has to
be interpolated to a, say, piecewise linear curve).
But even the ISS cannot “see” all aspects of a time series. Indeed, the ISS is invariant to
time warping and hence cannot distinguish time series run at different speeds. It turns
out that such an invariance is often desirable. The search for such invariants was in fact
the starting point of [DEFT20b], where it is shown that the ISS contains all polynomial
expressions in the time series entries that are invariant to time warping.
A non-polynomial, time-warping invariant, functional is the following example (this is
well-defined for any time series z that is eventually constant):
pz1, z2, . . .q ÞÑ min
j
zj . (2)
1Also just called the signature and denoted with SpXq.
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Moreover, it is expected to be poorly approximated by polynomial expressions. This is
related to the fact that this functional is not well-approximated by (discretized) ODEs.
The aim of the work at hand is to introduce a principled feature extraction
method for time series that encompasses functionals as the one in eq. (2).
The entry point for our investigation was the observation that (2) can be considered as
a polynomial expression, if one changes the underlying field of the reals to the tropical
(or min-plus) semiring. This, as well as other semirings have (a subset of) the reals as
the underlying set, and only the operations of “addition” and “multiplication” have a
different meaning. As a result, this opens ways to consider real-valued time series under
many different lenses. In particular it allows us to consider (2) as part of an iterated-
sums signature. Moreover, semirings whose underlying sets are not given by subsets of
the real line enable one to look at time series with values in more general spaces.
After this general motivation, we now present two ways to naturally arrive at the sig-
nature we introduce in this work, where the first one makes the remarks above more
concrete.
1. Invariants of a time series. Accommodating the discrete nature of time series,
x “ px1, x2, . . . , xN q, xi P Rd, one may consider the discrete analog of (1), i.e., the
so-called iterated-sums signature ISS over the reals is defined asA
ISSpxqp,q, w
E
“
ÿ
păi1ăi2ă¨¨¨ăikďq
pδxi1q
w1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pδxikq
wk . (3)
Here w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wk is a word over a certain alphabet – larger than A1 – which
is adapted to the discrete nature of the summation operation. It was shown in
[DEFT20b] that the map ISSpxq stores all polynomial invariants to time warping
(and translation).
Alternatively, the ISS can be defined asA
ISSpzqp,q, w
E
“
ÿ
păi1ăi2ă¨¨¨ăikďq
pzi1q
w1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pzikq
wk ,
and the former definition is obtained by evaluating at increments, zi “ δxi “
xi ´ xi´1. The latter definition yields an object that is invariant to insertion of
0 P R into the time series z, and it is this viewpoint that generalizes to arbitrary
semirings. More precisely, in Section 2 we construct a signature over commutative
semirings that is invariant to insertion of zeros of the semiring. The underlying
mathematical object are quasisymmetric expressions over commutative semirings,
which we introduce for, to the best of our knowledge, the first time in Section 3.
The way back from invariants to inserting zeros to time-warping invariants is not
as straightforward as in the case over a field, and we investigate it in Section 4.
As we will see, expressions like (2) will be covered by the theory.
2. Cheap chronological information of a time series.
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The importance of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) is hard to overestimate
[KSH12] Their success, in particular in image recognition, is usually attributed to
two ingredients
a) weight sharing reduces, in comparison to fully connected networks, the amount
of parameters and hence allows for deeper architectures
b) convolution and its particular structure (usually combined with max-pooling)
leads to desirable properties with respect to image recognition (modelling of
receptive fields, approximate translation invariance, etc.)
Although CNNs have been successfully applied in the context of time series data
(see [FFW`19] for a recent survey), this does not seem to be based on inherent
properties of sequential data. In particular, the structure of time series is very
different from that of images. It is not clear why the receptive-field structure of
CNNs captures intrinsically meaningful information of sequential data. Moreover,
time series possess a characteristic that images do not: a chronology, that is, the
order of the series’ values through time. We explain this using an example.
Example 1.1. We consider a very concrete toy example. Let the input x P
t2, 4, 8, 16u4 consist in sequences of length four in the numbers 2, 4, 8, 16. On this
input space we consider a convolutional layer with kernel-size 2, stride 1, followed
by a max-pool with kernel-size 4. For example“
2 4 4 16
‰
ÞÑ maxta1 ¨ 2` a2 ¨ 4, a1 ¨ 4` a2 ¨ 4, a1 ¨ 4` a2 ¨ 16u,
where a1, a2 P R are the parameters of the convolutional kernel. This network can
learn to answer questions of the following type.
• Is there a 16 in the sequence somewhere? (Just as a full-blown CNN on image
data can answer the question: Is there a dog somewhere in the picture?)
• Is there a 2 directly followed by a 16 somewhere in the sequence? (indeed,
with a1 “ ´1, a2 “ 1 one gets output 14 if and only if the statement is true)
However, it can not answer the question
• Is there a 2 somewhere and then, sometime after, a 16 in the sequence?
We believe that chronological questions of this type are the relevant questions for
time series. Note that the following architecture allows to answer this question“
x1 x2 x3 x4
‰
ÞÑ maxta1 ¨ xi1 ` a2 ¨ xi2 : i1 ă i2u.
Indeed, again with a1 “ ´1, a2 “ 1, the output is 14 if and only if the question is
answered positively.
Abstractly we can describe functions that extract such chronological features of
sequences x P RN in the following form
x ÞÑ pool
´
Kpxi1 , . . . , xikq : ti1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iku Ă rN s
¯
,
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where
K : Rk Ñ R, pool : Rp
N
kq Ñ R.
Now, in this generality, such features are computationally intractable, even for
modest values of N and k, since K has to be evaluated
`
N
k
˘
times. The iterated-
sums signature presented in this work represents a special case of the functions
K and pool that is tractable. The application of this structure in deep learning
pipelines will addressed in subsequent work.
The central object of this work, the iterated-sums signature ISSS will be properly defined
in (19). To get there, we need to work through some algebraic background in Section 2
first. We therefore now give a preview in the setting of the tropical semiring S “ Rmin`.
Let z1, z2, z3, ¨ ¨ ¨ P R be an infinite time series. Define ISSRmin`, indexed by words w “
w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wk in the alphabet A “ t1, 2, 3, . . .u2 and 1 ď s ď t ă `8, asA
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, w
E
:“
à
min`
săj1ă¨¨¨ăjkďt
z
dmin`w1
j1
dmin` ¨ ¨ ¨ dmin` z
dmin`wk
jk
“ min
săj1ă¨¨¨ăjkďt
tw1 ¨ zj1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `wk ¨ zjku.
For example A
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, 1
E
“ min
săjďt
zjA
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, 74
E
“ min
săj1ăj2ďt
t7 ¨ zj1 ` 4 ¨ zj2uA
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, 714
E
“ min
săj1ăj2ăj3ďt
t7 ¨ zj1 ` zj2 ` 4 ¨ zj3u. (4)
We remark two, maybe, non-obvious properties of this object. Firstly, in order to calcu-
late ISSRmin` over large intervals, it suffices to calculate it over small intervals:
Example 1.2. For 0 ď s ă t ă u,A
ISSRmin`s,u pzq, 74
E
“
à
min`
săj1ăj2ďu
z
dmin`r17s
j1
dmin` z
dmin`r14s
j2
“ min
săj1ăj2ďu
t7zj1 ` 4zj2u
“ min
!
min
săj1ăj2ďt
t7zj1 ` 4zj2u,
min
tăj1ăj2ďu
t7zj1 ` 4zi2u, min
săiďt
t7ziu ` min
tăjďu
t4zju
)
2 Caution: in the main text we write (in the one-dimensional case) the alphabet as tr1s, r12s, r13s, . . . u –
t1, 2, 3, . . . u, since this notation extends nicely to higher dimensions.
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“
A
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, 74
E
‘min`
A
ISSRmin`t,u pzq, 74
E
‘min`
´A
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, 7
E
dmin`
A
ISSRmin`t,u pzq, 4
E¯
.
This is also the reason why expressions that seem to have polynomial complexity (after
all, the third order iterated sum (4) takes the maximum of Op|t´ s|3q-terms), are in fact
calculable in linear time.
Secondly, we note that the product (in the semiring) of any iterated sums (which are
iterated minima here) can be written as the sum (in the semiring) of (different) iterated
sums:
Example 1.3. In the min-plus semiring S “ Rmin` we haveA
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, 1
E
d
S
A
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, 74
E
“ min
săiďt
tziu ` min
săjăkďt
t7zj ` 4zku
“ min
săiďt;săjăkďt
tzi ` 7zj ` 4zku
“ max
!
min
săiăjăkďt
tzi ` 7zj ` 4zku, min
săi“jăkďt
tzi ` 7zj ` 4zku, min
săjăiăkďt
tzi ` 7zj ` 4zku,
min
săjăk“iďt
tzi ` 7zj ` 4zku, min
săjăkăiďt
tzi ` 7zj ` 4zku
)
“
A
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, 174
E
‘
S
A
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, 84
E
‘
S
A
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, 714
E
‘
S
A
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, 75
E
‘
S
A
ISSRmin`s,t pzq, 741
E
.
Both of these facts might come as no surprise to people familiar with iterated integrals
or iterated sums over fields. Indeed, the first property is a version of Chen’s identity. It
just says that the computation of iterated integrals and iterated sums can be split into
calculations on subintervals. This property is usually encoded algebraically by the non-
cocommutative deconcatenation coproduct on the unital tensor algebra over an alphabet.
The general form of Chen’s identity in our setting is stated in Lemma 2.8.
Integration by parts implies that linear combinations of iterated integrals are closed
under multiplication. This finds its abstract algebraic formulation in terms of the com-
mutative shuffle product on the unital tensor algebra over an alphabet [Che57, Ree58].
Analogously, its discrete counterpart, i.e., summation by parts, permits to define an alge-
bra on iterated sums, leading to the notion of commutative quasi-shuffle algebra [Gai94].
The general form of the quasi-shuffle identity in our setting is found in Lemma 2.11.
Maybe more interestingly, new phenomena appear when working over general semirings.
As we will see in Section 4, over an idempotent semiring, non-strict iterated sums satisfy a
shuffle identity and in this sense behave like iterated integrals. These non-strict iterated
sums also give a nice way to get certain time-warping invariants of a real-valued time
series, covering expression (2).
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the iterated-sums signature over
a commutative semiring. In Section 3 we take a closer look at quasisymmetric functions,
which are underlying the iterated-sums signature and are of independent interest. In
Section 4 we return to the question of time warping invariants in the context of iterated-
sums signature over a commutative semiring. We finish with conclusions and an outlook
in Section 5. In Appendix A we present a categorical view on semirings, semimodules
and semialgebras. Such a categorical view is useful in highlighting the similarities to the
theory of rings, modules and algebras.
Related work
We finish this introduction by mentioning related literature. We already indicated how
iterated sums and integrals have, in the last decade, been successfully applied as a feature
extraction method in machine learning. The relation of iterated sums to the Hopf algebra
of quasisymmetric functions [MR95] was established in [DEFT20b].
Symmetric functions form an important subspace, and the generalization of this subspace
to the setting of semirings has been investigated in [CKV16, KL19, KL20].
Semirings play an important role in computer science. They appear, for example, in the
closely related fields of language processing [Goo99], the theory of algorithms [CFK`15],
the theory of weighted automata [Sak09, BCOQ92], shortest-paths problems in weighted
directed graphs [Fle80, Moh02], and iteration theories [BÉ93].
The tropical semiring in particular has been intensely studied, for example in algebraic
geometry [MS15], in statistics [PS04], in economics [BK13], and in biology [PS05, Section
2]. Its linear algebra is well-understood [But10, ABG06].
Acknowledgements: The first author thanks Bernd Sturmfels (MPI Leipzig) for intro-
ducing him to the tropical semiring. The second author was supported by the Research
Council of Norway through project 302831 “Computational Dynamics and Stochastics
on Manifolds” (CODYSMA). The third author was supported the BMS MATH+ Excel-
lence Cluster EF1, project no 5 "On robustness of Deep Neural Networks".
2. Iterated-sums signatures over a semiring
We start by introducing basic concepts from semiring theory. Relevant references are
[KS86, Wor09, MS15]. The definitions and constructions recalled here are “hands on”,
for a categorical view see the Appendix.
Recall the definition of a monoid, which consist of a non-empty set M together with an
associative product and a neutral element 1M for this product. For example, starting
from an alphabet A “ ta1, . . . , anu, the set of (finite) words over A, w “ ai1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aik , forms
under concatenation the free non-commutative monoid, denoted byA˚. The empty word,
e, is the neutral element. The length of a word w “ ai1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aik P A
˚ is denoted |w| “ k. A
monoid morphism is a map between monoids which is compatible with the products
and take the neutral element to the neutral element. Note that for an alphabet A and
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any monoid pM, ‚, 1M q, every map φ : A Ñ M can be uniquely extended to a monoid
morphism φˆ : A˚ Ñ M by defining φˆpeq “ 1M and for any word w “ ai1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aik P A
˚,
φˆpai1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aikq :“ φpai1q ‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚ φpaikq. In other words, A
˚ is the free monoid over A.
The notion of semiring combines two monoids in a compatible, i.e. distributive, way.
However, contrary to rings, the invertibility under addition is not part of the data.
Definition 2.1. The tuple pS,‘
S
,d
S
,0
S
,1
S
q is a semiring if
• pS,‘
S
,0
S
q is a commutative monoid with unit 0
S
• pS,d
S
,1
S
q is a monoid with unit 1
S
• 0
S
d
S
s “ sd
S
0
S
“ 0
S
for all s P S
• multiplication distributes over addition, i.e.
ad
S
pb‘
S
cq “ pad
S
bq ‘
S
pad
S
cq, pa‘
S
bq d
S
c “ pad
S
cq ‘
S
pbd
S
cq. (5)
Note that the parentheses on the right-hand sides of the identities in (5) can be omitted
assuming the common precedence of multiplication over addition. More importantly, a
semiring S is called idempotent, if for all elements a P S we have that a ‘
S
a “ a. In
what follows, we will assume that the semiring under consideration is commutative,
i.e., that pS,d
S
,1
S
q is a commutative monoid.
Semirings form an essential part of the modern theory of automata and languages. We
refer the reader to the introductory references [KS86, CL08].
Example 2.2. Any commutative ring, in particular the field of reals pR,`, ¨, 0, 1q,
forms a commutative semiring.
The paradigms of honest semirings whose underlying sets are subsets of the reals are
1. Rmin`: min-plus semiring pRY t`8u,min,`,`8, 0q
2. Rmax`: max-plus semiring pRY t´8u,max,`,´8, 0q,
which are also known as tropical, respectively arctic, semirings. Here, maximum respec-
tively minimum are considered as binary operations replacing the usual additive structure
on R, and addition becomes multiplication. This results in particular arithmetic rules,
e.g., 3‘Rmax` 3 “ 3, 4‘max` 3 “ 4, and 3dmax` 3 “ 6, ´1dmax` ´1 “ ´2.
3. bottleneck semiring pRY t˘8u,max,min,´8,`8q
4. possibilistic semiring3 pr0, 1s,max, ¨, 0, 1q
5. N: non-negative integers pN,`, ¨, 0, 1q
6. Rmax´min: bottleneck semiring pRY t˘8u,max,min,´8,`8q
7. Rmax: completed max-plus semiring pRY t˘8u,max,`,´8, 0q
8. expectation semiring (or gradient semiring) [Eis02], pRě0 ˆ V,‘,d, p0, 0q, p1, 0qq
3Also known as Viterbi or Bayesian semiring [SW18].
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with V an arbitrary vector space and
pa, vq ‘ pa1, v1q :“ pa` a1, v ` v1q
pa, vq d pa1, v1q :“ pa ¨ a1, a1v ` av1q.
There are also examples of semirings whose underlying sets are not given by (subsets of)
the real line.
9. semiring of (bounded) polytopes [PS05, Proposition 2.23].
10. k-best proof semiring [Goo99, GS09]
11. k-tropical semiring [Moh02]
12. semiring of formal languages [DK09]
13. semiring of binary relations [DK09]
14. semiring of subsets of a set M [NS18, Beispiel 2.10.a)] p2M ,Y,X,H,Mq
15. B: Boolean semiring ptfalse, trueu, or, and, false, trueq.
Regarding the last two examples, in fact any distributive lattice (with minimal and max-
imal element) naturally yields a commutative semiring, [Gol13, Proposition 2.25].
16. semirings constructed from t-norms [KW08, Example 6].
We note that summation by parts holds in a semiring. Indeed, multiplying two finite
sums over semiring elements ai, bj P S yields˜ à
S
0ăiďN
ai
¸
d
S
˜ à
S
0ăjďN
bj
¸
“
à
S
0ăi,jďN
ai dS bj
“
à
S
0ăiăjďN
pai dS bjq ‘S
à
S
0ăjăiďN
pai dS bjq ‘S
à
S
0ăiďN
pai dS biq.
(6)
Using commutativity and denoting 2
S
:“ 1
S
‘
S
1
S
,4 we obtain for ai “ bi that˜ à
S
0ăiďN
ai
¸
d
S
˜ à
S
0ăjďN
aj
¸
“ 2
S
à
S
0ăiăjďN
pai dS ajq ‘S
à
S
0ăiďN
pai dS aiq.
Regarding iterated sums of depth kà
S
0ăj1ă¨¨¨ăjkďN
aj1 dS ¨ ¨ ¨ dS ajk , (7)
we see that (6) allows to express the product of two iterated sums of depths k1 and k2
in terms of a linear combination of iterated sums of depths maxpk1, k2q ď k ď k1 ` k2.
The algebraic formulation of this leads to the quasi-shuffle identity (see below).
4We note that in the case of an idempotent semiring we have that 2S “ 1S ‘S 1S “ 1S.
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We remark on a peculiarity in the semiring setting. The lack of inverses with respect
to addition turns summation by parts for non-strict iterated sums less appealing, since
products of such sums do not close under semiring multiplication. Indeed, returning to
(6) we observe that already at this level the product can not be expressed exclusively
in terms of non-strict iterated sums (as the doubly counted diagonal term can not be
subtracted in the semiring)˜ à
S
0ăiďN
ai
¸
d
S
˜ à
S
0ăjďN
bj
¸
“
à
S
0ăi,jďN
ai dS bj
“
à
S
0ăiďjďN
pai dS bjq ‘S
à
S
0ăjăiďN
pai dS bjq
“
à
S
0ăiăjďN
pai dS bjq ‘S
à
S
0ăjďiďN
pai dS bjq.
(8)
However, if we consider (8) in an idempotent semiring, one observes an interesting phe-
nomenon. The fact that a ‘
S
a “ a for all elements a in such a semiring, implies the
somewhat surprising identity˜ à
S
0ăiďN
ai
¸
d
S
˜ à
S
0ăjďN
bj
¸
“
à
S
0ăiďjďN
pai dS bjq ‘S
à
S
0ăjďiďN
pai dS bjq, (9)
where we used thatà
S
0ăiďN
pai dS biq ‘S
à
S
0ăiďN
pai dS biq “
à
S
0ăiďN
pai dS biq,
which allows to equate (9) and (6). Let us look at the following example˜ à
S
săi1ďi2ďN
zdS7i1 dS z
dS3
i2
¸
ds
˜ à
S
săi1ďN
zdS5i1
¸
“
˜ à
S
săi1ďi2ďi3ďN
zdS7i1 dS z
dS3
i2
d
S
zdS5i3
¸
‘
S
˜ à
S
săi1ďi3ďi2ďN
zdS7i1 dS z
dS3
i2
d
S
zdS5i3
¸
‘
S
˜ à
S
săi3ăi1ďi2ďN
zdS7i1 dS z
dS3
i2
d
S
zdS5i3
¸
“
˜ à
S
săi1ďi2ďi3ďN
zdS7i1 dS z
dS3
i2
d
S
zdS5i3
¸
‘
S
˜ à
S
săi1ďi3ďďi2ďN
zdS7i1 dS z
dS3
i2
d
S
zdS5i3
¸
‘
S
˜ à
S
săi3ďi1ďi2ďt
zdS7i1 dS z
dS3
i2
d
S
zdS5i3
¸
.
(10)
Hence, we observe that in the idempotent case, products of non-strict iterated sums
satisfy the shuffle relation. We return to this in Section 4.
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Definition 2.3. A semimodule over a commutative semiring pS,‘
S
,d
S
,0
S
,1
S
q consists
in a commutative monoid pM,`M ,0M q and a scalar multiplication SˆM ÑM , ps,mq ÞÑ
sm, satisfying for all s, s1 P S and m,m1 PM
1
S
m “ m 0
S
m “ 0M
psd
S
s1qm “ sps1mq ps‘
S
s1qm “ sm`M s
1m
spm`M m
1q “ sm`M sm
1.
Note that if the underlying semiring S is idempotent, then the semimodule M is idem-
potent as well.
Let pN,`N ,0N q be another semimodule over S. A map φ : M Ñ N is a semimodule
morphism if for all s, s1 P S and m,m1 PM
φpsm`M s
1m1q “ sφpmq `N s
1φpm1q.
Example 2.4. An incarnation of the free S-semimodule F on a set D, is given by
functions f : D Ñ S with finite support, i.e., fpdq “ 0
S
for all but finitely many elements
d P D. The action of S as well as the addition are defined pointwise.
Definition 2.5. An associative semialgebra over a commutative semiring S consists of
a semiring pA,‘
A
,d
A
,0
A
,1
A
q such that pA,‘
A
,0
A
q is a semimodule over S and such that
the semimodule structure is compatible with d
A
in the following way
spad
A
a1q “ psaq d
A
a1 “ ad
A
psa1q.
Remark 2.6. Motivated by summation by parts (6) and the particular property of iter-
ated non-strict sums (9), one can introduce the notion of a Rota–Baxter S-semialgebra.
Let A be a S-semialgebra. A Rota–Baxter map of weight λ P S is a S-linear map
R : AÑ A satisfying for any x, y P A
Rpxq d
A
Rpyq “ R
`
Rpxq d
A
y ‘
A
xd
A
Rpyq
˘
‘
A
λRpxd
A
yq. (11)
Note that if the semiring S is idempotent, and therefore also the semialgebra A, then the
map R˜ :“ λ id
A
‘
A
R also satisfies the particular relation (11). In fact, we have the more
surprising (weight zero) identity5 (compare also (10))
R˜pxq d
A
R˜pyq “ R˜
`
R˜pxq d
A
y ‘
A
xd
A
R˜pyq
˘
. (12)
5 Indeed, we see that by expanding the right-hand side of (12) we obtain
R˜
`
R˜pxq dA y ‘A xdA R˜pyq
˘
“ R˜
`
pλ‘S λqxdA y ‘A Rpxq dA y ‘A xdA Rpyq
˘
“ pλdS λqxdA y ‘A λRpxq dA y ‘A λxdA Rpyq ‘A R
`
λxdA y ‘A Rpxq dA y ‘A xdA Rpyq
˘
“ λdS λpxdA yq ‘A λxdA Rpyq ‘A λRpxq dA y ‘A Rpxq dA Rpyq “ R˜pxq dA R˜pyq.
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We now consider formal series over the (possibly infinite) alphabet A with coefficients
in a commutative semiring S
F :“
ÿ
wPA˚
cww, cw P S. (13)
The set of all such series is denoted by SxxAyy. For a series F P SxxAyy, the support,
supppF q, consists of all words in w P A˚ with coefficient cw different from 0S. We denote
with SxAy the subset of series with finite support. We may view a series (13) as a map
F : A˚ Ñ S, with
xF,wy
S
:“ F pwq :“ cw.
By linear extension such F become maps on SxAy with image in S, and we denote this
pairing with x., .y
S
still.
We can equip SxxAyy with a linear and multiplicative structure by defining
xsF,wy
S
:“ sxF,wy
S
, s P S
xF1 ` F2, wyS :“ xF1, wyS ‘S xF2, wyS (14)
xF1F2, wyS :“
à
S
vu“w
xF1, vyS dS xF2, uyS. (15)
For instance, let F “ s1a1a2 ` s2a1 and G “ t1a3 ` t2a2a3 be elements in SxAy then
FG “ pps1 dS t1q ‘S ps2 dS t2qqa1a2a3 ` ps1 dS t2qa1a2a2a3 ` ps2 dS t1qa1a3.
This turns SxxAyy, as well as SxAy, into S-semialgebras. The constant series are given
by defining for any element s P S the series Fs :“ se, which include in particular the
constant series 1 and 0.6
As is the case over rings, SxAy is the free associative S-semialgebra over the alphabet
A. This manifests in the following universal property: for any S-semialgebra U and map
φ : A Ñ U there exists a S-semialgebra morphism uniquely defined by extending φ to
φˆ : A˚ Ñ U multiplicatively as well as S-linearly.
We shall now equip the S-semimodule SxAy with another product. This product is
a natural extension of the well-known shuffle (or Hurwitz) product commonly defined
in automata theory [KS86]. For this we assume that the alphabet A carries a com-
mutative semigroup product denoted by the binary bracket operation r´´s : A ˆ
A Ñ A. Observe that commutativity and associativity permit to express iterations
rai1r¨ ¨ ¨ rain´1 ainss ¨ ¨ ¨ s “ rai1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ains. The commutative quasi-shuffle product on SxAy
is defined first on words and then extended bilinearly. For words ua and vb, where
ai, aj P A, u, v P A˚, we define uai ˚ e “ uai “ e ˚ uai and inductively
uai ˚ vaj :“ pu ˚ vajqai ` puai ˚ vqaj ` pu ˚ vqrai ajs. (16)
6Recall that e P A˚ is the empty word.
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For instance, ai ˚aj “ aiaj`ajai`rai ajs. It is easy to observe that for a trivial bracket
product on A, the quasi-shuffle product (16) reduces to the usual shuffle product on A.
The latter will be denoted with  and satisfies the recursion [Reu03]
uai vaj “ pu vajqai ` puai vqaj . (17)
It is known that an explicit expression can be defined for the shuffle product in terms of
so-called shuffle permutations (bijections). In the case of the quasi-shuffle product, an
analogous non-recursive formula can be given in terms of certain surjections [EFMPW15,
EFFM17]. We refer the reader to Appendix B for details.
For the remainder of the paper, we specialise to a specific alphabet A. Let
A1 “ t1, 2, . . . , du and let A be the – extended – alphabet containing all formal brackets
in elements of A, i.e. all formal monomials in those letters,
A “ tr1s, r2s, . . . , rds, r12s, r12s, . . . , rd2s, r13s, . . .u. (18)
Here, for consistency of notation, we write r1s “ 1, . . . , rds “ d.
We consider the space of Sd-valued time series of infinite length that are eventually equal
to 0d
S
,
S
d,Ně1
0S
:“ tz : Ně1 Ñ Sd : DN ě 1 such that zn “ 0dS , @n ą Nu.
It contains sequences z “ pz1, z2, . . . , zN ,0dS ,0
d
S
, . . .q of elements zi “ pz
p1q
i , . . . , z
pdq
i q P S
d.
Example 2.7. Let x “ px0, x1, x2, . . .q, xi P R
d, be a time series that is eventually
constant, then z with entries
zpiqn :“ ´ log |x
piq
n ´ x
piq
n´1|, n “ 1, 2, 3, . . .
is in S
d,Ně1
0S
, for S the tropical semiring Rmin` “ pRY t`8u,min,`,`8, 0q.
We now define for z P Sd,Ně1
0S
the S-iterated-sums signature ISSSs,tpzq P SxxAyy asA
ISSSs,tpzq, w
E
S
:“
à
S
săj1ă¨¨¨ăjkăt`1
zdSw1j1 dS ¨ ¨ ¨ dS z
dSwk
jk
, 0 ď s ď t ď `8. (19)
Here w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wk P A˚, wi P A. We also write ISSSpzq :“ ISSS0,8pzq. Here the notation
means that for wi “ rai1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aims P A
z
dSrai1 ¨¨¨aim s
j :“ z
pai1 q
j dS ¨ ¨ ¨ dS z
paim q
j .
As an example, we computeA
ISSSs,tpzq, r1sr23s
E
S
“
à
S
săj1ăj2ăt`1
z
dSr1s
j1
d
S
z
dSr23s
j2
“
à
S
săj1ăj2ăt`1
z
p1q
j1
d
S
z
p2q
j2
d
S
z
p3q
j2
.
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Our first results concern the verification that ISSS is a proper iterated-sums signature. By
this we mean that it carries the two main properties mentioned in the introduction, i.e., it
satisfies Chen’s identity and it is compatible with the quasi-shuffle product (16). To some
extend this may be expected as both reflect basic properties of the iteration of summation
operation combined with the chronological order in the time domain preserved through
words. Indeed, the algebraic structure of ISSS is nicely compatible with concatenation
of time series.
Lemma 2.8 (Chen’s identity). For p ă r ă q, w P SxAy and z P Sd,Ně1
0SA
ISSSp,qpzq, w
E
S
“
à
S
uv“w
A
ISSSp,rpzq, u
E
S
d
S
A
ISSSr,qpzq, v
E
S
, (20)
or, equivalently, using the non-commutative concatenation product on SxxAyy,
ISSSp,rpzqISS
S
r,qpzq “ ISS
S
p,qpzq. (21)
Remark 2.9. Note that this, in general, only allows, for p ă r ă q, to calculate ISSSp,qpzq
from ISSSp,rpzq and ISS
S
r,qpzq but not to calculate ISS
S
r,qpzq from ISS
S
p,qpzq and ISS
S
p,rpzq.
This is due to the fact that semiring addition, ‘
S
, is not invertible.
Example 2.10. In the min-plus semiring (here d “ 1 corresponding to the single letter
alphabet A1 “ t1u) we obtain for exampleA
ISSRmin`p,q pzq, r1
7sr14s
E
“
à
min`
păj1ăj2ăq`1
z
dmin`r17s
j1
dmin` z
dmin`r14s
j2
“ min
păi1ăi2ďq
t7zi1 ` 4zi2u
“ min
!
min
păi1ăi2ďr
t7zi1 ` 4zi2u,
min
răi1ăi2ďq
t7zi1 ` 4zi2u, min
păiďr
t7ziu ` min
răiďq
t4ziu
)
“
A
ISSRmin`p,r pzq, r1
7sr14s
E
‘min`
A
ISSRmin`r,q pzq, r1
7sr14s
E
‘min`
´A
ISSRmin`p,r pzq, r1
7s
E
dmin`
A
ISSRmin`r,q pzq, r1
4s
E¯
.
Proof. We now show (20) by a direct calculationA
ISSSp,qpzq, w
E
“
à
S
păj1ăj2ă¨¨¨ăjkďq
zdSw1j1 dS ¨ ¨ ¨ dS z
dSwk
jk
“
à
S
părăj1ăj2ă¨¨¨ăjkďq
zdSw1j1 dS ¨ ¨ ¨ dS z
dSwk
jk
‘
S
à
S
păj1ďrăj2ă¨¨¨ăjkďq
zdSw1j1 dS ¨ ¨ ¨ dS z
dSwk
jk
‘
S
. . .
14
‘
S
à
S
păj1ăj2ă¨¨¨ăjk´1ďrăjkďq
zdSw1j1 dS ¨ ¨ ¨ dS z
dSwk
jk
‘
S
à
S
păj1ăj2ă¨¨¨ăjk´1ăjkďrăq
zdSw1j1 dS ¨ ¨ ¨ dS z
dSwk
jk
“
ÿ
uv“w
A
ISSSp,rpzq, u
E
d
S
A
ISSSr,qpzq, v
E
.
From summation by parts (6) extended to iterated S-sums we deduce the multiplicativity
of ISSSpzq over the quasi-shuffle product (16) on SxAy.
Lemma 2.11 (Multiplicativity). For w, u P SxAy and z P Sd,Ně1
0SA
ISSSs,tpzq, w ˚ u
E
“
A
ISSSs,tpzq, w
E
d
S
A
ISSSs,tpzq, u
E
.
Example 2.12. In the min-plus semiring S “ Rmin` (again, here we consider the single
letter case d “ 1) we haveA
ISSSpzq, r11s
E
d
S
A
ISSSpzq, r17sr14s
E
“ max
i
tziu `max
jăk
t7zj ` 4zku
“ max
i;jăk
tzi ` 7zj ` 4zku
“ max
!
max
iăjăk
tzi ` 7zj ` 4zku, max
i“jăk
tzi ` 7zj ` 4zku, max
jăiăk
tzi ` 7zj ` 4zku,
max
jăk“i
tzi ` 7zj ` 4zku, max
jăkăi
tzi ` 7zj ` 4zku
)
“
A
ISSSpzq, r11sr17sr14s
E
‘
S
A
ISSSpzq, r18sr14s
E
‘
S
A
ISSSpzq, r17sr11sr14s
E
‘
S
A
ISSSpzq, r17sr15s
E
‘
S
A
ISSSpzq, r17sr14sr11s
E
.
Proof. We perform induction on the sum of length q “ |w| ` |v| of the words. It is
trivially true for q “ 0. Let it be true up to arbitrary q ´ 1 and assume |w| ` |v| “ q.
For fi, gi P S, i “ s` 1, . . . , t, define
fi :“
A
ISSSs,ipzq, v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vk´1
E
d
S
z
vk
i
gi :“
A
ISSSs,ipzq, w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wℓ´1
E
d
S
z
wℓ
i .
Then, summation by parts (6) implies
A
ISSSs,tpzq, v
E
d
S
A
ISSSs,tpzq, w
E
“
˜ à
S
săiăt`1
fi
¸
d
S
˜ à
S
săjăt`1
gi
¸
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“˜ à
S
săiăjăt`1
fi dS gj
¸
‘
S
˜ à
S
săjăiăt`1
fi dS gj
¸
‘
S
˜ à
S
săiăt`1
fi dS gi
¸
. (22)
Now, the first term in the last equality is equal to
à
S
săiăjăt`1
A
ISSSs,ipzq, v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vk´1
E
d
S
z
vk
i dS
A
ISSSs,jpzq, w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wℓ´1
E
d
S
z
wℓ
j
“
à
S
săjăt`1
A
ISSSs,jpzq, v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vk
E
d
S
A
ISSSs,jpzq, w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wℓ´1
E
d
S
z
wℓ
j
“
à
S
săjăt`1
A
ISSSs,jpzq, v ˚ pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨wℓ´1q
E
d
S
z
wℓ
j
“
A
ISSSs,tpzq, pv ˚ pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨wℓ´1qqwℓ
E
,
where we used the induction hypothesis, since |v| ` |w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wℓ´1| “ q ´ 1. Analogously,
we argue for the second term. The last term is equal to
à
S
săiăt`1
A
ISSSs,ipzq, v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vk´1
E
d
S
z
vk
i dS
A
ISSSs,ipzq, w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wℓ´1
E
d
S
z
wℓ
i
“
à
S
săiăt`1
A
ISSSs,ipzq, pv1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vk´1q ˚ pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨wℓ´1q
E
d
S
z
vk
i dS z
wℓ
i
“
à
S
săiăt`1
A
ISSSs,ipzq, pv1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vk´1q ˚ pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨wℓ´1q
E
d
S
z
rvk wℓs
i
“
A
ISSSs,tpzq, pv1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vk´1q ˚ pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨wℓ´1qrvk wℓs
E
.
Combining those terms, we getA
ISSSs,tpzq, v
E
d
S
A
ISSSs,tpzq, w
E
“
A
ISSSs,tpzq, pv ‹ pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨wℓ´1qqwℓ ` ppv1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vk´1q ‹ wqvk
` pv1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vk´1vk´1q ˚ pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨wℓ´1qrvkwℓs
E
“
A
ISSSs,tpzq, v ˚ w
E
.
3. Quasisymmetric expressions over a semiring
The aim of this section is to study the coefficients, i.e., iterated sums, used in the defi-
nition of the ISSS, (19), as formal power series expressions. Analogous to the classical
case, this results in the definition of the notion of quasisymmetric expressions defined
over a semiring. These are formal series with coefficients in S which have a particular
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symmetry property defined below. When considered over a commutative ring, their sib-
lings form the well studied Hopf algebra of quasisymmetric functions with the monomial
quasisymmetric functions as one of many bases [Luo09, MR95, Ges84]. As we shall see,
working over a semiring leads to rather minor changes compared to the classical theory
of quasisymmetric functions. This stems from the fact that most properties only rely on
the index set (i.e., the totally ordered set of integers). However, it turns out that the
monomial basis is the only reasonable one, Remark 3.7.
In the following we denote by
SrrX1,X2,X3, . . .ss
the commutative S-semialgebra of formal power series expressions in commuting or-
dered indeterminates X :“ tX1,X2,X3, . . .u with coefficients in S. We write monomials
in these variables in the usual form
Xα1s1 ¨ ¨ ¨X
αn
sn
, n ě 0, α1, . . . , αn ě 1,
but note that this is – of course – just a formal expression, so that we might as well have
written XdSα1s1 dS ¨ ¨ ¨ ds X
dSαn
sn
. The degree of such a monomial is |Xα1s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨X
αn
sn
| :“
α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αk. Similar to the power series semialgebra in noncommuting variables of
the previous section, elements P P SrrX1,X2,X3, . . .ss can be considered as formal power
series
P “
ÿ
m
cmm,
where cm P S and the sum is over formal commutative monomials in the indetermi-
nates X1,X2, . . . . The linear structure follows as for the case of noncommutative vari-
ables and the multiplicative structure is induced from the product of formal mono-
mials (Cauchy product). We shall write P pmq :“ cm. By small abuse of notation,
we let SrrX1,X2,X3, . . .ss contain only power series of bounded degree, i.e., for
P P SrrX1,X2,X3, . . .ss there is N ě 0 such that for all monomials m with |m| ě N ,
P pmq “ 0
S
. The subset with power series of finite support is denoted SrX1,X2, . . . s and
forms the space of formal polynomial expressions.
Definition 3.1. An element P P SrrX1,X2,X3, . . .ss is a quasisymmetric expression
if for all α1, . . . , αn, 0 ă s1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă sn and 0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn the coefficients of
Xα1s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨X
αn
sn
and Xα1t1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨X
αn
tn
,
coincide.
Define the monomial quasisymmetric expression indexed by α “ pα1, . . . , αkq P
N
k
ě1, k ě 0 as
Mα :“
ÿ
1ďt1ă¨¨¨ătkă`8
Xα1t1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨X
αk
tk
.
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Lemma 3.2. The space of all quasisymmetric expressions is a sub-semialgebra of SrrX1,X2, . . .ss.
We denote it by QSym
S
.
Proof. Immediate.
Remark 3.3. 1. We can naturally evaluate a formal monomial at values in a com-
mutative semiring, e.g. for z1, z2 P S,
X31X
5
2 |X1“z1,X2“z2
“ zdS31 dS z
dS5
2 .
The iterated-sums in the definition of the ISSS, (19), then amount, in the one-
dimensional case, to evaluation of the monomial quasisymmetric functions expres-
sion, A
ISSSs,tpzq, r1
α1 s ¨ ¨ ¨ r1αk s
E
S
“Mα |X1“z1,X2“z2,...
.
2. There is a straightforward extension to “multidimensional” quasisymmetric func-
tions, compare [DEFT20b, Remark 3.5]. We omit the details for brevity.
Example 3.4. The simplest, non-trivial quasisymmetric expression is
P pmq :“
#
1
S
if m “ Xi for some i
0
S
else
,
or, written as formal sum,
P “
ÿ
0ăiă`8
Xi “
ÿ
0ăiă`8
1
S
Xi.
Another example is given by ÿ
0ăi1ăi2ă`8
Xi1X
2
i2
.
There are different concepts of linear independence in semimodules. The reader is re-
ferred to [AGG09] for an overview. The strongest one seems to be
Definition 3.5. Let M be an S-semimodule. A family of elements vi P M, i P I, is
linearly independent (in the Gondran–Minoux sense) if there do not exist non-empty
finite sets J,K Ă I, J XK “ H, and αj, βk P S, j P J, k P K, all non-zero, withÿ
jPJ
αjvj “
ÿ
kPK
βkvk.
We then have, as expected, that the monomial quasisymmetric functions are a basis for
QSym
S
.
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Proposition 3.6. The family Mα is linearly independent and is spanning QSymS.
Proof. Linear independence
For α ­“ β the support of Mα and Mβ are disjoint. This gives linear independence.
Spanning property
Let Q P QSym
S
. If Q is the zero power series, we are done. Otherwise, take a monomial
m “ Xα1t1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨X
αk
tk
in Q with non-zero coefficient c P S (i.e., considering Q as a function
on monomials, Qpmq “ c). Then
Q “ Q1 ` cMα
with Q1 P QSym
S
. Since Q has finite degree we can repeat this finitely many times to
see that Q is a linear combination of monomial quasisymmetric functions.
Remark 3.7. The space of quasisymmetric functions over a commutative ring has sev-
eral relevant linear bases, for example the fundamental basis, [MR95, (2.13)].
Over a general commutative semiring the monomial basis is the only basis. Indeed, let
us work over the tropical semiring and let Gi, i P I, be another basis. Let Mα be some
monomial basis element. Then we can write
Mα “
nÿ
j“1
cjGij ,
with cj P Smin`zt0min`u. Let m be any monomial not appearing in Mα. Then
0min` “
nà
min`
j“1
cj dmin` Gij pmq,
i.e.
`8 “ min
j
tcjGij pmqu.
Since the cj are not equal to `8, m does not appear in any of the Gij . Hence n “ 1 and
c1Gi1 “Mα. Hence the basis pGiqi contains, up to multiplicative factors, the monomial
basis. Since this subset already forms a basis, the basis pGiqi is equal, up to multiplicative
factors, to the monomial basis.
3.1. Invariance to inserting zeros
We will now show that QSym
S
can be characterized by invariance to “inserting zeros”.
For n ě 1 define the commutative S-semialgebra morphism
zeron : SrrX1,X2, . . .ss Ñ SrrX1,X2, . . .ss,
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induced from the following map on X1,X2, . . .
zeronpXiq “
$’&
’%
Xi i ă n
0
S
i “ n
Xi´1 i ą n
.
If we consider elements of P P SrrX1,X2, . . .ss as S-valued functions on monomials, this
gives, with m “ XdSα1t1 dS ¨ ¨ ¨ dS X
dSαn
tn
, that zeroipP qpmq is equal to
$’’’’&
’’’’%
P pmq i ą tn
0
S
i P tt1, . . . , tnu
P
´
Xα1t1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨X
αk´1
tk´1
X
αk
tk´1
X
αk`1
tk`1´1
. . . Xαntn´1
¯
tk´1 ă i ă tk, k P t2, . . . , nu
P
`
Xα1t1´1 . . . X
αn
tn´1
˘
i ă t1.
Example 3.8.
zero9pX2X
7
6X
5
8 q “ X2X
7
6X
5
8
zero8pX2X
7
6X
5
8 q “ 0S
zero3pX2X
7
6X
5
8 q “ X2X
7
5X
5
7
zero1pX2X
7
6X
5
8 q “ X1X
7
5X
5
7 .
Theorem 3.9. A power series expression P P SrrX1,X2, . . .ss is in QSymS if and only if
zeronP “ P @n ě 1.
Proof. ñ: Immediate.
ð: We begin with an example. If P is invariant in the prescribed sense, then for any
monomial m
P pmq “
´
pzero1q
2zero4P
¯
pmq.
We apply this to m “ X73X5 to get
P pX73X5q “
´
pzero1q
2zero4P
¯
pX73X5q “ P pX
7
1X2q.
Since the time points 3, 5 were arbitrary, the coefficients of the monomials X7t1Xt2 ,
1 ď t1 ă t2 ă `8, must coincide.
The general proof follows analogously: let n ě 1, α1, . . . , αn, 0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn be given.
We then have
P
`
Xα1t1 . . . X
αn
tn
˘
“
´
pzero1q
t1´1pzerot1`1q
t2´t1´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pzerotn´1`1q
tn´tn´1´1P
¯`
Xα1t1 . . . X
αn
tn
˘
“ P pXα11 . . . X
αn
n q.
Since n, α1, . . . , αn and t1, . . . , tn were arbitrary this shows that P is quasisymmetric.
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From Theorem 3.9 we get the following consequence.
Corollary 3.10. ISSSpzq0,8 is invariant to inserting 0S into z.
4. Time warping invariants in an idempotent semiring
Example 2.7 together with Corollary 3.10 shows one way to obtain time warping invari-
ants of a real valued time series. This does not cover the invariant (2) though.
Since R Ă RYt`8u, and since the tropical semiring is idempotent we can also calculate
ISSSpxq on a real-valued time series that is eventually constant. Recall that ISSSpxq “
ISSS0,8pxq. Since A
ISSSpxq, r1s
E
“ min
i
xi,
this includes the invariant (2). But, as is quickly seen, most coefficients are not invariant
to time warping. To wit, A
ISSSpxq, r1sr1s
E
“ min
i1ăi2
txi1 ` xi2u, (23)
gives, for,
x “ p1,´3, 2, 2, . . . q
x1 “ p1,´3,´3, 2, 2, . . . q,
the values ´2 and ´6 respectively.
It turns out that if we change the strict inequality over point in time in (23) into a weak,
or non-strict inequality, namely
min
i1ďi2
txi1 ` xi2u,
then we do get a time warping invariant. In this section we would like to spell out how
this works in general.
Assume that S is an idempotent semiring. Let z be a time series with values in S, that
is eventually constant. Define for 1 ď s ă t ď `8,A
ISSS,idems,t pzq, w
E
:“
à
S
săj1ďj2ď¨¨¨ďjkăt`1
zdSw1j1 dS ¨ ¨ ¨ dS z
dSwk
jk
, (24)
where the possibly infinite sum is well-defined, since S is idempotent and z is eventually
constant. As before, we write ISSS,idempzq “ ISSS,idem0,`8 pzq.
The following lemma is immediate.
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Lemma 4.1. ISSS,idems,t pzq is invariant to time warping. That is, define for n ě 1 the
time series τnpzq as
τnpzqj :“
#
zj j ď n
zj´1 j ą n.
Then, for all n ě 1:
ISSS,idems,t pτnpzqq “ ISS
S,idem
s,t pzq.
Lemma 4.2. ISSS,idems,t pzq is a shuffle character, i.e.A
ISSS,idems,t pzq, v
E
d
S
A
ISSS,idems,t pzq, w
E
“
A
ISSS,idems,t pzq, v  w
E
.
Example 4.3. Using, for example, the computation in (10), we see thatA
ISSS,idems,t pzq, r1
7sr13s
E
d
S
A
ISSS,idems,t pzq, r1
5s
E
“
A
ISSS,idems,t pzq, r1
7sr13sr15s ` r17sr15sr13s ` r15sr17sr13s
E
,
where we used idempotency of ‘
S
.
Proof. The proof follows analogously to the one of Lemma 2.11. Owing to idempotency,
for fi, gi P S, i “ s` 1, . . . , t, (6) becomes˜à
S
săiďt
fi
¸
d
S
˜ à
S
săjďt
gj
¸
“
˜ à
S
săiďjďt
fi dS gj
¸
‘
S
˜ à
S
săjďiďt
fi dS gj
¸
.
This leads to the last term in (22) not being present and hence to a shuffle product
instead of a quasi-shuffle product.
We note that, in the tropical semiring, ISSRmin`,idem is very degenerate, in the sense that,
in the one-dimensional case,A
ISSRmin`,idempzq, r1a1 s ¨ ¨ ¨ r1ans
E
“
A
ISSRmin`,idempzq, r1a1`¨¨¨`ans
E
.
To get a more interesting object we can allow powers in Zzt0u (instead of just Ně1), e.g.A
ISSRmin`,idempzq, r1´3sr15s
E
:“
à
Rmin`
0ăj1ďj2
z
dRmin`´3
j1
dRmin` z
dRmin`5
j2
“ min
0ăj1ďj2
t´3zj1 ` 5zj2u.
Without proof we state.
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Proposition 4.4. Let Rmin` be the tropical semiring. Define for w P A
˚, where A “
Zzt0u, A
ISSRmin`,ppidemqqpzq, w
E
:“
à
Rmin`
săj1ďj2ď¨¨¨ďjkďt
z
dRmin`w1
j1
dRmin` ¨ ¨ ¨ dRmin` z
dRmin`wk
jk
,
Then:
1. ISSRmin`,ppidemqq is a shuffle character.
2. ISSRmin`,ppidemqq satifies Chen’s identity.
3. ISSRmin`,ppidemqq is time warping invariant.
Remark 4.5. The iterated-sums signature over a field of characteristic 0 is, via the
Hoffman exponential, in bijection to a certain iterated-integrals signature, [DEFT20b,
Theorem 5.3]. The iterated-sums signature satisfies a quasi-shuffle identity, whereas
the iterated-integrals signature is a shuffle character. In fact, there is a whole family
of signature-like maps, indexed by θ P p´1, 1q obtained by composing the iterated sums
signature with some linear transformation AθÑ1 which generalize Hoffman’s exponential
(it being the case θ “ 0), see [DEFT20a, Remark 2.3].
When working over an idempotent semiring, however, only the cases θ “ ´1 and θ “ 0
are well defined, and both maps coincide.
5. Conclusion
In (19) we introduced the iterated-sums signature, ISSSpzq, over a commutative semiring
S. It stores all iterated sums (taken in the semiring) of a multidimensional time series z “
pz1, z2 . . .q with entries zi P Sd. As in the case over commutative rings, this object satisfies
Chen’s identity (Lemma 2.8) which here as well allows for an efficient computation. It
also satisfies the quasi-shuffle identity (Lemma 2.11) that is, it behaves like a group-like
element. Unlike for the usual ISS there is no proper Hopf algebra structure available
here and it is in general not possible to take the logarithm of the signature.
In the one-dimensional case over commutative rings, the entries of the iterated-sums
signature correspond to the evaluation of certain formal power series, namely quasisym-
metric functions. Here, this is also true (Section 3), though it is more appropriate to
speak of quasisymmetric expressions, since polynomial expressions over a semiring are
not in one-to-one correspondence with polynomial functions.
In order to explicitly cover the expression (2) from the Introduction, we looked at the
special case of idempotent semirings in Section 4.
Open questions
• The iterated-sums signature over the reals has a close connection to discrete control
theory [GVE20]. In the setting of the max-plus semiring:
Is there a relation to discrete control theory in that semiring [CL08]?
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• The ISS over a commutative ring contains, owing to the quasi-shuffle identity,
many redundant entries. Working with the log-signature removes these redundan-
cies. Over a general commutative semiring we cannot take the logarithm of the
signature, so an open question is
How to extract the “minimal” information contained in the signature?
• As seen in Remark 2.9, owing to the lack of additive inverses, Chen’s identity only
works in “one direction”.
Is there a way (with maybe larger object) of obtaining a general Chen’s identity?
• Multidimensional time series are explicitly covered by the present work. Just as
over the reals, this amounts to projecting the time series to coordinates before
calculating the iterated-sums.
In the semiring setting a more interesting approach seems possible. Indeed, one can
turn a multidimensional real-valued time series into a one-dimensional semiring-
valued time series. One example is via the map
R
d Ñ bounded convex polytopes
x ÞÑ txu.
The resulting time series can then be considered in the semiring of polytopes, point
9. in Example 2.2. One can hope for tractable calculation, using the relation to
the algebra of polynomials, [PS05, Theorem 2.25].
• Chen’s identity, Lemma 2.8, applied to time points 0, t, t` 1 reads asA
ISSS0,t`1pzq, w
E
S
“
A
ISSS0,tpzq, w
E
S
‘
S
´A
ISSS0,tpzq, w1 . . . wn´1
E
S
d
S
A
ISSSt,t`1pzq, wn
E
S
¯
“
A
ISSS0,tpzq, w
E
S
‘
S
´A
ISSS0,tpzq, w1 . . . wn´1
E
S
d
S
zdSwnt
¯
,
where we use the notation of (19). This allows an iterative calculation of this value,
with total cost of order Opn ¨ tq. This can be seen as a special case of dynamic
programming.
Is there a deeper connection to the dynamic programming literature?
• The iterated-integrals signature has been investigated from the perspective of al-
gebraic geometry in [AFS19].
Is there interesting tropical algebraic geometry, that can be done on the objects
introduced in this work?
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A. Categorial view on semirings
The aim of this section is to give a brief overview of the categorical setting for semirings,
semimodules etc. Good references on category theory are [Mac71, Rie16]. (See also
[Bra16] (in German)). For the particularities of monoidal categories, we refer to [Mar09],
[Bra14, Section 4.1].
Recall that a monoidal category is a category C with a bifunctor b : Cˆ C Ñ C, and
an object 1 P C called the unit such that there exist natural isomorphisms
pp´q b p´qq b p´q – p´q b pp´q b p´qq, 1b p´q – p´q, p´q b 1 – p´q
and satisfy some consistency relations. Essentially, this means that there is a notion
of “tensor product” internal to the category. A monoidal category is symmetric if
furthermore it is endowed with a “braiding” or “twisting” natural isomorphism τX,Y : Xb
Y Ñ Y bX such that τY,X ˝τX,Y “ idXbY . Examples of symmetric monoidal categories
include Vectk for any field k and ModR for any commutative ring R. In both cases b
corresponds to the internal tensor product.
In any monoidal category, the notion of monoid makes sense. A monoid on a monoidal
category C is an objectM in C together with two arrows µ : MbM ÑM and u : 1ÑM
satisfying an associativity and unitality condition ([Mac71, Section VII.3]) Additionally,
in a symmetric monoidal category, one can also impose a commutativity constraint and
obtain commutative monoids. As an example, monoids in Vectk correspond to algebras
over vector spaces. Dually, a comonoid in C is a monoid in Cop.7 As monoids on
the category of vector spaces correspond to algebras, comonoids in Vectk correspond to
coalgebras. The category of monoids in C is denoted by MonpCq.8 Likewise, the category
of commutative monoids in C is denoted by CMonpCq.
Proposition A.1 ([Mac71, Theorem VII.3.2]). Let C be a monoidal category with count-
able coproducts and assume that for each A P C the functors ´ b A,A b ´ preserve
countable coproducts. Then the forgetful functor U : MonpCq Ñ C has a left adjoint
F : C Ñ MonpCq. On an object X in C, the underlying object of F pXq is
UpF pXqq “
8ž
n“0
Xbn
in C, with the monoidal structure given by the tensor product.
Example A.2. In the category Vectk,
F pXq “ T pXq “
à
ně0
Xbn,
is the tensor algebra over X.
7One may also consider bimonoids and Hopf monoids.
8The arrows are given by arrows in C that respect the monoid structure, [Mar09, Definition 1.2.9].
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Suppose that C is a symmetric monoidal category and let R be a commutative monoid
object in C. A left R-module is an object M in C with an arrow µM : R bM Ñ M
defining an action of R on M . One can also define right R-modules in the obvious way,
but since R is commutative both notions coincide and we just call them R-modules.
The category of R-modules is denoted by ModR.9
A nice example of symmetric monoidal category is Ab, the category of abelian groups.
The tensor product on Ab is obtained form the cartesian (or direct) product of abelian
groups by modding out the relations pa1, bq ` pa2, bq ´ pa1 ` a2, bq and pa, b1q ` pa, b2q ´
pa, b1 ` b2q. We denote it by b as usual. The unit for this tensor product is the group
of integers with addition. Monoid objects over this category correspond to rings, that
is, MonpAbq “ Ring. Given an object R in CMonpAbq, that is, a commutative ring, the
notion of R-module corresponds to the usual notion of module over a ring.
For any given monoid object R in a symmetric monoidal category pC,b, 1q, the category
of modules ModR is also a symmetric monoidal category when endowed with the tensor
product M bR N defined as the coequalizer of the two maps M b R b N Ñ M b N
given by the action of R on M and N . The unit for this tensor product is R seen as a
module over itself. Hence, the complete data is pModR,bR, Rq.
Now, we consider the category of monoids MonpModRq. We call objects in this category
algebras over R. Likewise, comonoids in ModR are called coalgebras.
Theorem A.3 ([Mar09, Proposition 1.2.14]). Let C be a symmetric monoidal category.
If C is either complete or cocomplete, then so are CMonpCq and ModR for any commu-
tative monoid R in C.
A.1. The category of semirings
We apply the above construction to the category CMon :“ CMonpSetq of commutative
monoids. This is a symmetric monoidal category, with product given by the tensor
product of commutative monoids ([APT18, Appendix B]).
Proposition A.4. 1. The category CMon is complete and cocomplete.
2. For R an object in CMonpCMonq, the category ModR is complete and cocomplete.
Proof. 1. A commutative monoid is nothing else than a commutative monoid object in
the symmetric monoidal category pSet,ˆ, t˚uq which is known to be complete and co-
complete ([Rie16, Theorem 3.2.6, Proposition 3.5.1]). Therefore, CMon is also complete
and cocomplete by Theorem A.3.
2. This follows from point 1. and Theorem A.3.
Proposition A.5. 1. In CMon, for each A P CMon the functors ´ b A and A b ´
preserve countable coproducts.
9With obvious definition of morphisms, compare [Mar09, Definition 1.2.11].
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2. For R an object in CMonpCMonq, the tensor product in ModR preserves countable
coproducts.
Proof. 1. By [APT18, Appendix B], CMon is closed. In particular, this means that
´bA is left adjoint to HompA,´q. Therefore, ´bA preserves colimits [Rie16, Theorem
4.5.3], and in particular coporducts. By symmetry of the tensor product, the same is
true for Ab´.
2. By proposition A.4, CMon is complete. Therefore, by [Bra14, Theorem 4.1.10], for any
commutative monoid R in CMon, ModR is a cocomplete symmetric monoidal category
with unit R and tensor product bR.
The category of commutative monoids CMonpCMonq corresponds to commutative
semirings, i.e., commutative rings without negative elements.10 For a fixed commu-
tative semiring R, objects in the category ModR are known as semimodules. The
notions of semialgebra, semi-coalgebra and Hopf semialgebra follow (as monoid,
comonoid and Hopf monoid in ModR).
Theorem A.6. Let R be a commutative semiring.
1. There exists a left adjoint F : SetÑ ModR to the forgetful functor. F pDq is the free
R-module over D.
2. There exists a left adjoint F 1 : ModR Ñ MonpModRq to the forgetful functor. F 1pXq
is the free semialgebra over X.
Proof. Using Proposition A.4 and Proposition A.5 we can apply Proposition A.1.
F pDq corresponds to the free S-semimodule over a set D indicated in Section 2. It is
free in the following sense. For every map φ from D into an S-semimodule M there
exists a unique S-semimodule morphism Φ : F Ñ M such that the following diagram
commutes.
D F
M
φ
Φ
B. Quasi-shuffle via surjections
We remark that one can express the inductively defined quasi-shuffle product (16) ex-
plicitly via certain surjections [EFMPW15, EFFM17]. Let k, k1, k2 be positive integers
10Also called rigs, rings without negative elements.
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such that maxpk1, k2q ď k ď k1 ` k2. We introduce the notion of pk1, k2q-quasi-shuffle
of type k. These are surjections
f : t1, . . . , k1 ` k2u։ t1, . . . , ku,
such that fp1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă fpk1q and fpk1 ` 1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă fpk1 ` k2q. Note that for k “ k1`k2
one recovers the usual pk1, k2q-shuffle bijections. The set of pk1, k2q-quasi-shuffles of type
k is denoted by qShpk1, k2; kq. The latter permit to express the quasi-shuffle product
(16) of two words in closed form´
aj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ajk1
¯
˚
´
ajk1`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ajk1`k2
¯
“
ÿ
maxpk1,k2qďkďk1`k2
ÿ
fPqShpk1,k2;kq
a
f
i1
¨ ¨ ¨ afik , (25)
with afil :“
ś
mPf´1ptluqam. Note that for f P qShpk1, k2; kq the set f
´1ptluq contains
either one or two elements. In the case of a trivial bracket operation on A, the right-hand
side of (25) reduces to the well-known formula expressing shuffle products of words in
terms of shuffle permutations. Concretely, returning to Lemma 2.11, we see that (25)
implies for two words over the alphabet (18) and z P Sd,Ně1
0SA
ISSSs,tpzq,
´
aj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ajk1
¯
˚
´
ajk1`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ajk1`k2
¯E
“
ÿ
maxpk1,k2qďkďk1`k2
ÿ
fPqShpk1 ,k2;kq
A
ISSSs,tpzq, a
f
i1
¨ ¨ ¨ afik
E
“
ÿ
maxpk1,k2qďkďk1`k2
ÿ
fPqShpk1 ,k2;kq
à
S
săj1ăj2ă¨¨¨ăjkďt
z
dSa
f
i1
j1
d
S
¨ ¨ ¨ d
S
z
dSa
f
ik
jk
where afil :“ r
ś
mPf´1ptluqams.
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